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INTRODUCTION

MASTER PLAN FOR A CITY
Over the past several years Economics Research Associates has
made several studies for developing a 410-acre incorporated city in Los
Angeles -- Universal City. The city, owned by MCA, Inc., includes
production facilities of Universal Studios and its subsidiaries, but a large
portion of the land is vacant. Since acquiring the property, MCA has devised
a master plan for developing the unimproved areas. The plan includes
1, 500 hotel rooms, apartments, and a retail complex. Two features of the
plan already in operation are the Universal Studio Tour and a tour centerrecreation complex. A 500-room hotel is near the ground-breaking stage.

A UNIQUE CONCEPT IN RETAILING
Plans for the retail center involve a unique concept the management
of MCA wishes to test. What would be the effect of a concentration of the
country's finest merchandising specialty shops, names such as Tiffany,
Steuben, A. Sulka, and Bergdorf. Goodman? Inclusion of a limited-line
department store branch of a company such as Saks Fifth Avenue or
Neiman-Marcus is another possibility under consideration.
The stores thus gathered together would be encouraged to use the most
modern merchandising techniques; and the shops in the Universal City
retail plaza might serve primarily as showrooms for goods to be delivered
by air from the stores' main branches. This would permit more effective
use of space in the retail plaza and increase the level of sales per square
foot of s tore space .
Foreign merchants of the same preeminence would also be invited
to establish branches in the complex, and with imaginative architectural
design, the plaza could suggest Fifth Avenue, New York, Les Champs
Elysees, Paris, or their equivalents in Rome, London, and Tokyo.
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THE QUESTIONS
Development of this retailing concept would probably require

6 to 7 acres of the site and -a costly sales effort on MCA's part.
Before embarking. on the project, therefore, MCA asked Economics
Research Associates to determine if the concept's potential justifies
allocation of the substantial amount of time, money, and resources needed
to bring it to fruition. Economics Research Associates was not asked to
evaluate the likelihood of MCA 's inducing merchants to locate in the
center, but rather the concept's validity and the probable performance of
such a complex if developed.
The research was directed toward answering questions related to
potential sales volume, typical percentage rental rates, size, tenant
composition, and recommended location within Universal City. The
resulting report presents a program for implementing the proposed
concept rather than an analysis of Universal City as a retailing location.

E. R. A.'s APPROACH TO THE QUESTIONS
The research approach reflected in this report differs markedly
from that utilized in market feasibility studies for conventional centers.
The standard approach is to: {1) define the potential market area;
(2) measure and project population and purchasing power in the market area;
(3) project the proposed center's market penetration; and (4) relate sales
volume to facility size to develop a feasible plan. But the proposed
Universal City retail plaza is not a conventional center. A collection of
the world's finest merchants is likely to attract shoppers from throughout
the Los Angeles area -- although a resident of Hollywood Hills is more
likely to patronize the proposed center than a Palos Verdes resident.
Thus although the population of areas in proximity to the center is a factor,
it by no means accounts for all the center's potential patronage.
This report, then, develops a hypothetical operation and estimates
its potential on the basis of the experience of compa~able groups of
merchants elsewhere. A market analysis follows as a test of this
empirical conclusion.
The E. R. A. staff reviewed data on retailing facilities throughout
the United States, seeking centers in some way similar to the proposed
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plaza whose experience will shed light on the concept under study. Visits
were made to a number of renowned shopping districts in New York,
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Carmel.

REPORT ORGANIZATION
The first section of this report presents a summary ofthe research
findings and E. R. A. 's conclusions. The second and third sections contain
an analysis of the site and environment and a description of the project
configuration, respectively. Section IV describes the configuration of
several prominent centers with comparable elements and indicates their
market support. Section V discusses potential market support for the
proposed retail plaza, and Section VI presents a program for implementation of the plan.
This report was prepared under the administrative supervision of
Harrison A. Price, President of Economics Research Associates.
G. Herbert Holley, Vice President, was project manager, and Andy Trivedi
acted as project leader.
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Section I
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PROJECT FEASIBILITY
The research findings indicate that the retailing concept proposed
by MCA is viable and its implementation should be pursued.
Many concentrations of specialty retail outlets achieve unusually
high sales volumes. For example, the Beverly Hills central business
district, with nearly 2 million square feet of retail space, and the
Carmel business district, with 200, 000 square feet, record sales volumes
estimated at $100 per square foot of selling space. Montreal's Place
Ville Marie, with 160,000 square feet of retail space, registers $180
in sales per square foot. Specialty plazas in Seattle, San Francisco,
and Los Angeles experience sales volumes of more than $70 per square
foot.
Although none of these centers is completely analogous to the
plaza envisioned for Universal City, their success suggests that the
concentration of fine merchants, modern merchandising methods, and
creative design and showmanship which will characterize the Universal
City development could result in sales of $100 per square foot at the
proposed plaza. Sales volumes at this level would be sufficient to
provide a 10 percent return . on investment in the center and its required
parking facilities.
Following the example of these successful retailing locations, the
proposed plaza will emphasize superior quality soft goods outlets appealing to high income families. Recommended plaza configuration is:
Square Feet

Category
Apparel
Home furnishings
Food
Restaurants
Other retail stores
Personal services
Financial

87,200
23,000
5, 500
17,000
26, 100
3, 500
6,500

Total

168,800
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The actual size and tenant profile of the center -- and thus the
precise sales potential -- will be determined by later architectural
studies and the response to leasing efforts. Nonetheless, the experience
of similar existing retail concentrations and a reasonable projection of
sales potential demonstrate the proposed Universal City retail plaza to
be a potentially successful enterprise.

PROJECT SITE AND SIZE
Two areas were considered for the proposed center: a 6 -acre plot
at the intersection of Lankershim Boulevard and the Hollywood Freeway,
and the area between the proposed hotel and the existing tour center. Of
the two, the former is more accessible. This site is now designated for
a four -level, 2, 000 -car parking garage, whose roof could be used for the
retail center. Except for construction of another parking facility to
accommodate demand generated by the center, such use of the garage roof
would require minimum changes in the present master plan. Either of
these two locations would be suitable for the proposed specialty center,
with the Lankershim Boulevard site having a slight advantage.
Setting aside about one -third of the suggested Lanker shim Boulevard
site for landscaping, pedestrian circulation and service, this location
should accommodate 170, 000 square feet of gross leasable area in onestory structures. Parking will be required for about 1, 000 cars, at a
minimum ratio of six spaces per 1, 000 square feet of gross leasable area.
Parking should be made available to customers on a free and unvalidated
basis.

MARKET SUPPORT

It is estimated that in 1970 when the proposed plaza would open,
10 percent of Los Angeles County families will have annual spendable
incomes in excess of $15, 000. An additional 28 percent are expected
to have disposable incomes of $10,000 to $15,000 annually. Research
indicates these families spend an average of $1, 500 yearly for the types
of merchandise to be offered at Universal City -- families with spendable
incomes of over $15, 000 spend an average of $2, 000 and families with
disposable incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 spend an average of $1,300.
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In 1970 these families are projected to generate retail spending
in categories of interest to MCA in the following amounts:

Annual Spendable Family Income

MCA Retail Plaza
Spending Potential
$

$10' 000 - $15' 000
Over $15, 000
Total

910,000,000
500,000,000

$1,410,000,000

This potential of just over $1. 4 billion is geographically distributed
by driving time zones around Universal City as follows:
Driving Time in Minutes

Percent

Up to 10
Up to 15
Up to 30
All Los Angeles County

12%
27
83
100

Market potential for the MCA retail plaza exists in each zone in
the following amounts:
Driving Time Zone
(minutes)
Up to
Up to
Up to
Total

Millions of Dollars

$

10
15
30
Los Angeles County

169
381
1' 170
1' 410

A $10 million sales volume can be achieved at a 2. 6 percent
market penetration in the 15 -minute zone. A sales volume of $15 million
requires a 3. 9 percent market penetration. These penetration rates are
not excessive, and it is a principal conclusion of this research that sufficient
market support exists to justify MCA management 1 s interest in implementing
the concept.
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DEVELOPMENT TIMING AND PHASING
At the present stage of Universal City's development it would be
difficult to obtain the desired caliber of tenants for the specialty center.
It would therefore be advisable to postpone plaza leasing efforts at least
until a firm date has been set for opening of the first phase of the
Sheraton-Universal hotel. To create the desired market impact and because
compact construction is required, all elements of the specialty center
should be constructed at once.
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Section II
ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSAL CITY SITE
AND- ITS ENVIRONMENT

LOCATION

In determining the feasi hili ty of MCA 1 s unique concept of a retail
center, the facts about this center 1 s possible location and its surroundings
must be considered. On a 410-acre site in Hollywood, MCA's Universal
City is bordered by the Hollywood Freeway on the south, Lanker shim
Boulevard on the west, the Los Angeles river flood control channel on the
north, and Barham Boulevard on the east (see Figure 1 ), The terrain of the
site is rugged, and recent studies..!_/ suggest that initially more intense
development of the site should be confined to an area of about 40 acres along
and near Lanker shim Boulevard.

ACCESS
Frontage on Lanker shim Boulevard and the site's proximity to the
Hollywood and Ventura Freeways make Universal City directly accessible
to the public by the metropolitan freeway network. Universal City is only
4 minutes from the Hollywood area and 15 from Beverly Hills and Wilshire
Boulevard. However, Lankershim Boulevard provides only partial access
to the Hollywood Freeway, and Universal City's primary reliance on this
route could weaken the drawing power of any major developments at the site.
Developers, aware of this potential drawback, plan to open additional
approaches to the site, particularly from the Hollywood Freeway and
Barham Boulevard.

1 I See Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, A Master Plan for Universal
City Plaza.
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SOURCE:

SKIDMORE, OWINGS II< MERRILL AND
ECONOMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES.

Figure 1

LOCATION PLAN,
UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA

;

IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT

J'

The area around the Universal City site has the aura of obsolescence
characteristic of older residential and commercial districts. In particular,
buildings along Cahuenga and Lanker shim Boulevards are clearly dated. Still
another sign of the area's age is the number of single family residences
converted to low-middle income apartment units.
The 1960 U.S. Census and studies by E. R.A. show that average annual
gross family income for the general area around Universal City is less than
$8, 000. Only in sections of Toluca Lake and the new low density developments in the Santa Monica Mountains was average annual gross family income
more than $10, 000.
Universal City is near a number of motion picture and television
studios; however, these are scattered over a wide · area, and the employment
generated by them will give only minimal support, if any, to proposed
developments at Universal City. Also to be considered as factors influencing
the market support of possible developments at Universal City are a number
of conventional shopping centers only a short distance from the site. Most of
these centers, such as the Valley Plaza in North Hollywood, are planned
around a major department store, and there is at least one branch of all
major Southern California department stores within about 15 minutes of
Universal City.

EXISTING AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS
ON THE SITE
Although for the most. :part Universal City is an undeveloped area,
several structures of the planned Universal City Plaza, comprising 300,000
square feet, are already in existence. These include an Administrative
Tower, Technical Laboratory, Bank of America, and Studio Commissary.
Another 1.1 million square feet of office space and a 1, 500-room hotel are
planned. Site work for the first phase of hotel development -- 500 rooms
and ancillary facilities -- has already begun. Parking for these facilities
will be contained in several deck and underground structures. The full
development plan is illustrated in Figure 2.
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SOURCE: SKIDMORE, OW INGS & MERRIL L '

Figure 2

DEVELOPMENT PLAN, UNIVERSAL CITY PLAZA

At another location on a back-lot hill is the Studio Center containing
entertainment facilities, eating places, and gift and souvenir shops. The
Studio Center is one stop on Universal City Studios' public tour which was
introduced in 1964 and is expected to draw 1 million visitors annually by
1968.
Other developments projected in the Universal City master plan
include additional office buildings as well as apartments.
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Section III
SELECTING A SITE FOR THE RETAIL CENTER

POSSIBLE SITES
Current Universal City development plans include all the facilities
mentioned in the previous section of this report except the retail center
under study. A successful center of the type envisioned by MCA requires
a location that is both easily seen by and easily accessible to the general
public. The center must also be situated in such a way that activities there
can be integrated with activities in other parts of Universal City.
Two possible sites are available for a retail center at Universal
City : one of 260,000 square feet (about six acres) on Lankershim Boulevard
near the Hollywood Freeway and a larger one between the planned hotel and
existing studio center. Of the two possible sites, the Lankershim site is
preferred because it is more easily reached from the Hollywood Freeway and
is part of the 40-acre area considered for initial development at Universal
City. This area is presently designated for the Universal City Plaza, and
plans for the recommended site include a four-level, 2, 000-car garage for
hotel parking, as shown in Figure 3. Through proper architectural
techniques, the roof of this garage could be used for the retail center with
only minor changes in the original configuration of Universal City Plaza.
Additional parking facilities would have to be built to satisfy demand
generated by the center, or hotel parking would have to be provided at
another location.
Although the Lankershim Boulevard site has less public exposure
than the alternative pos.sibility and Lankershim Boulevard itself provides
poor surroundings for the type of center envisioned, its good accessibility
makes it the more suitable of the two possible sites. Furthermore, the
continuing development of Universal City might possibly improve the
environment in its neighborhood.
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SOURCE : ECONOMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES .

Figure 3

ACCESS AND ORIENTATION MAP

CAN THE SITE ACCOMMODATE
A DEPARTMENT STORE?
Though each of the sites considered is suitable for a retail center,
both have attributes which limit the possibility of including a full-line
department store in the retail center.
Size i:s the limiting factor of the Lankershim site. A major department store needs a minimum of 120, 000 square feet of gross leasable area,
and a department store of this size then requires a shopping center with a
gross leasable area of 300, 000 square feet.
Gross leasable area seldom accounts for more than two-thirds of
retail plaza area; the last third is used for circulation and landscaping.
Thus a minimum of 450, 000 square feet plus parking is needed. For a
300,000 square foot center parking must be provided for about 1, 800 cars.
Each parking space requires 325 square feet of gross area, and therefore
1, 800 spaces require about 600,000 square feet. The total of 1, 050,000
square feet, about 25 acres, can be accommodated at the Lankershim site
only if a 2-level shopping structure and two or more parking levels are
built. It is unlikely that MCA' s retailing concept can be implemented
ar chi te ctur ally in this manner.
All of Southern California's major department stores have existing
or proposed branches close to Universal City and are likely to consider
locating in the proposed retail center only very reluctantly. However,
neither the size limitation nor the proximity of several major department
stores totally precludes the possibility of including a department store
in the proposed center.

A RETAIL CENTER WITHOUT A DEPARTMENT STORE
Buildings in the Universal City retail center are planned to be onestory in height. When one-third of the site area is set aside for pedestrian
circulation and services and landscaping, the 255,000 square foot Lanker shim
Boulevard site provides a gross leasable area of about 170, 000· square feet.
Subsequent arhcitectural and planning studies will determine a precise site
configuration.
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Though a small area, this approximately 255,000 square foot site
could adequately accommodate the retail center envisioned for Universal
City; even a department store of national renown could be included on a
limited-line basis in a branch of perhaps 60, 000 to 75, 000 square feet.
A center of this size at the Lankershim Boulevard site would require
parking for only 1, 000 cars because of the availability of other parking at
Universal City Plaza. The necessary parking facilities could be provided
by e:x;panding the planned 2, 000- car garage or providing hotel parking at
another location.
Both adequate room and good location are available at Universal City
on the roof of a parking garage for a retail center comprised of many small
shops and perhaps a limited-line department store. The types of shops to
be included and possible arrangements of these shops are the topics of
Section IV.
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Section IV

.

·..

OTHER RETAIL CENTERS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE
FOR UNIVERSAL CITY

Creation of a highly selective, prestigious retail center drawing
support from all over Southern California is the aim of the planning underlying development of the Universal City retail plaza. MCA's contemplated
center will consist of internationally known specialty shops --many opening
branches in Southern California for the first time. Using the most modern
merchandising methods, these shops will serve primarily as showrooms for
goods to be delivered by air from the stores main branches. Concentrations
of fine stores, similar to that MCA envisions for Universal City, exist
in many American, European, and Far Eastern cities, and a study of several
renowned shopping districts -- although none is completely analogous to the
Universal City concept-- reveals the features which contribute to a
successful center. Relating this information to MCA's retail concept provides useful ideas about possible occupancy profiles, center configuration,
and financial arrangements at the Universal City retail plaza.

FOREIGN SHOPPING DISTRICTS
Retailing in most foreign countries is still on a small s cale compared
to retailing in the United States and Canada. Most major foreign shopping
districts are in central sections of large cities, accessible via public transit
systems and principal pedestrian thoroughfares.
The Ginza district of Tokyo is the main focal point of that city's public
transit system, and it is doubtful if any other major city in the world relies
on public transportation to the extent Tokyo does. Ginza's central location
in Tokyo makes land there worth over $500 per square foot. The area's high
land values and restrictions on building height have resulted in construction
of underground shopping and service facilities. Ginza ' s six underground
arcades are linked together and connect with the subterranean metropolitan
subway system.
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Several E. R _. A. staff members who have visited Tokyo report that
tourists and residents in all income brackets patronize both street level
and underground facilities at Ginza. Unlike the proposed center, however,
Ginza is not exclusively a high priced district. In fact part of Ginza 1 s
shopping excitement is the mixture of peoples and prices to be found there.
In a number of cities which rely heavily on tourist trade, where the
contrast between the economic level of tourists and local residents is sharp,
shopping facilities for visitors are located in exclusive districts. The
exclusiveness of Paris 1 right bank shopping district illustrates the point.
Like Tokyo's Ginza, Montreal's Place Ville Marie in the central
business district of Montreal is connected with the city's main railroad
station at the subterranean level. The total building area of Place Ville
Marie comprises over 3 million square feet-- 1. 5 million in rentable office
space and 160,000 in gross leasable retail space in an underground arcade.
For this amount of retail, commercial, and financial space, Place Ville
Marie provides parking for only 2, 000 cars, one-third of the amount that
zoning would require for a similar project at Universal City.
According to an article in Business Week of March 12, 1966..!_/,
Place Ville Marie, containing 60 stores, draws an average of 80, 000
customers a day, including 55, 000 commuters. The same article states
that though activity was slow initially, these stores now enjoy an average
annual sales volume of $180 per square foot of selling space. The apparent
success of Place Ville Marie must be attributed to its proximity to the subway station and the Queen Elizabeth Hotel and to the more than 10, 000
employees working in its office buildings.

SHOPPING DISTRICTS IN THE UNITED STATES
Major

Sh~pping

Districts

Many consider New York's Fifth Avenue the most prestigi.o us
shopping district in the United States, if not the world. Though no single
factor can be given sole credit for Fifth Avenue's fame, New York's status

1 I "Canadian Cities Rebuild on a Three-Layer Plan," Business Week,
March 12, 1966.
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as an international, political, and financial center; its magnetic appeal to
tourists; high employment density in Manhattan; and Fifth Avenue's proximity
to high income residential areas are all contributing factors. However, it
would be a mistake to classify Fifth Avenue exclusively as a high quality
business district; it includes a few low price stores, such as E. J. Korvette.
The famous Beverly Hills triangle, bounded roughly by Wilshire
Boulevard, Rexford Drive, and Santa Monica Boulevard, has become the
second most important fashion center in the United States. Table I shows
that this area of approximately 266 acres contains almost 6 million square
feet of retail, commercial, and financial space, a high density for automobileoriented West Los Angeles. This district probably commands the highest
land values in Southern California.
The success of the Beverly Hills central business district is credited
to its proximity to high income residential areas and to complementary
relationships among the various businesses represented there. Of the 6
million square feet of building space in the district, about 1. 8 million square
feet are devoted to retail and commercial purposes and 2. 9 million to
financial and office space. Moreover, this section of Beverly Hills contains
some of the finest hotels and theaters in the Los Angeles metropolitan area.
Each of these activities contributes to the quality and success of the whole
area and other a cti vi ties in it.

Shopping Centers in Town and Out
Some United States cities, seeking ways to revitalize older downtown
areas, have found that construction of a compact shopping center in the
central business district can return needed retail sales from popular suburban
shopping centers. Rochester, New York's Midtown Plaza is considered the
most successful of these centers. Developed in 1962, this complex comprises
several large office buildings and 300, 000 square feet of gross leasable
area in an enclosed two- story retail and service structure. A city- owned,
2, 000-car garage serves the entire center.
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Table I
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA
RETAIL AND COMMERCIAL SPACE INVENTORY,
JUNE 1963

Category of Use

Commercia! Triangle
and Periphery

Total land area including
streets

266 acres

Retail Commercial Space

Square Feet

Department and apparel
stores
Jewelry and furs
Home furnishings
Other primary
Food and drug
Eating and drinking places
Personal services
Other retail
Total space utilized
Vacant commercial space
Total space available

City Total

3, 646 acres
Sguare Feet

712,200
67,485
214,600
267,650
140,600
146,725
129,840
27,750

803, 130
104,935
335, 160
310,400
208,845
306,395
299,585
148,870

1,706,850
74,000

2,517,320
94,700

1,781,250

2,612,020

194,480
96,510

259,460
106,840

290,990

366,300

57,675

89,975

172,935
58,950
836,350
55,700

758,945
259,250
1,012,760
120,240

1, 181,610

2,241,170

Financial and Related
Financial institutions
Brokerage houses
Subtotal
Other Commercial Uses
Theaters
Automotive sales, service,
leasing, and repair
Service stations
Hotels and motels
Storage - warehousing
Subtotal
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Table I
(Continued)

Category of Use

Cammer cial Triangle
and Periphery
(square feet}

City Total
(square feet)

1,103,870

1,869,800

381,000
30,225
44,750
663, 150
423,900

916,875
49,225
63, 375
920,520
931,600

2,646,895

4,751,475

5,900,745

9,970,965

Office Space
General
Financial, real estate,
and insurance..!_/
Other institutional
Travel
Medical- den tal
Other professional
Subtotal
Total - Retail and Commercial,
Financial and Office Space

1 I Exclusive of banks, savings and loan institutions, and brokerage
houses included in second category.
Source:

Beverly Hills Planning. Department and Economics
Research Associates.
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Evolved in the early post World War II period, suburban shopping
centers have become more complete developments with higher density
ratios as land values increased. Lloyd Center -- a "complete city" only
1 mile from Portland's central business di~trict -- contains l. 2 million
square feet of retail and service outlets. Originally developed as a shopping
plaza, Lloyd Center includes in addition a Sheraton Motor Inn and other
motels ; government business, and medical office buildings; and an open-air
rink and community auditorium. The center's im por tan ce in the me tr opoli tan
area rivals that of the central business district. Lloyd Center's success
is attributed to the owner's investment resources, the center's central
lo cation, and the mutual support provided by the various facilities there. The
center's expansion has made it necessary to convert original ground parking
to parking structures; however, customer parking remains on a free and
unvalidated basis.
Another successful new center, the Ala Moana Center in Honolulu,
Hawaii, has a very high density; when completed, this center will have 1. 3
million square feet of retail and service facilities and underground parking
for 7, 000 cars on a 50-acre site. This parking is available free of charge,
and the center has an unusually high sales volume of $79 per square foot,
30 percent higher than the average for all regional shopping centers in
Canada and the United States.!./. The Ala Moana Center appeals primarily
to middle income families; it contains Sears, Roebuck and J. C. Penney's
stores . (See Table II for rent schedules.)
Another major shopping center of interest to this study is Century
Square in Century City, West Los Angeles. Fifteen-acre Century Square
was the first major shopping center with deck parking in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area. The center contains 480, 000 square feet of gross
leasable space, with the Broadway as the main attraction. . However, this
center has not realized its anticipated business volume. Century Square's
inability to attract a better quality department store and the unpopularity
of its parking validation system contribute to its lack of success.

1 I "Ala Moana Center Phase II, " Chain Store Age, August 1965.
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Table II

..

--~

PREVAILING RENT SCHEDULE,
ALA MOANA SHOPPING CENTER,
HONOLULU, HAWAII

Minimum Rates
by Number of
Square Feet

Price Per Square Foot
Per Month

Up to 500

$0.52 1/2

500 to 750

0.50

750 to 1, 000

0.45

1, 000 to 1, 250

0.40

1, 250 and over

0. 45 for selling space
0. 30 for mezzanine
space
0. 20 for stock space

Percentage Rates

6%

Soft lines and restaurants
Jewelry

8-10

Services

Source:

10

Chain Store Age, August 1965, and Economics Research
Associates.
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All three of the centers discussed cater to middle rather than high
income families. Thus, the experience of these centers does not directly
apply to the retailing concept under study, though they have some needs and
characteristics in common with the Universal City retail plaza. Of more
importance to this study is the experience of several major fashion centers
in California. These include Fashion Squares in Sherman Oaks and Santa
Ana, the Carmel central business district, and the Town and Country center
in Palo Alto.
A number of Fashion Squares have recently been developed in Southern
California, catering to specialized markets. Of these, Bullock's Fashion
Squares in Sherman Oaks and Santa Ana, containing about 500, 000 square
feet of gross leasable area each, are the most prominent. More than 50
percent of the space in each of these centers is occupied by Bullock's and
its wholly owned subsidiary, I. Magnin. (A Joseph Magnin store is being
added to the Fashion Square in Sherman Oaks.) The balance of the space is
leased to other fashion-oriented stores at a minimum annual rental of about
$5 per square footl:J. Each center has free and unvalidated parking for about
3, 000 cars. Location, market support, and Bullock's prestige as a department store contribute to the success of these two centers.
Following Bullock's example, J. W. Robinson's will soon open in
Glendale's new Fashion Square. This center will also contain a 27,000 square
foot Joseph Magnin store. The City of Glendale is providing the center with
deck parking facilities.

What Can be Done Without a Department Store

~.

In a few cases a group of stores has been able to achieve success in a
planned complex without the benefit of a department store. These centers
have achieved their success over a period of years through careful selection
of merchants, quality control, free customer parking, and location in
densely populated areas. Town and Country in Palo Alto, with 160 stores,
is an example of this.

1/ "Prestige Store Grows Without Losing Gloss," Business Week,
April 9 , 1 9 6 6.
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The retail section along and in the vicinity of Ocean Avenue in Carmel,
California is another example of a successful specialty center without a
department store. Table III shows that in 1965, 268 small retail stores in
various categories in this resort community of about 8, 000 produced annual
taxable sales of over $19 million. Apparel, general merchandise, and
eating and drinking places accounted for more than 50 percent of the total
sales volume.
Although no precise figures are available, these 268 stores are
estimated to contain less than 200, 000 square feet of rentable space, indicating
sales productivity in ex~ess of $100 per square foot. More than 3. 5 million
tourists a year, an outstanding shop layout, a tenant profile of local independents, and good customer service make this district successful.

Tourists Can be Customers
As the success of the Carmel central business district suggests and
retailers generally have discovered, location in or near a major tourist
attraction can be profitable. Fisherman's Wharf and Ghirardelli Square
in San Francisco, the Sausalito Village Fair in Marin County, and Ports
of Call and Knott's Berry Farm in Southern California all provide specialty
shopping facilities for residents as well as visitors. (Partial tenant lists
for selected specialty centers are shown in Appendix A. )
In Seattle, Washington, the Century 21 grounds, now a city recreation
park, retain the principal shopping and eating complex from the 1964 World's
Fair. Shops in this International Bazaar and food fair are operated by
independents, and with the attraction of the adjoining Science Museum and
Space Needle, they enjoy a satisfactory sales volume during the summer
tourist season.

American Buying Habits
Factors not directly related to any one shopping district but influencing retail sales generally should also be considered here. An estimated
60 percent of American families will have annual gross incomes of $10, 000
or more by 1970. This affluence means Americans may well be buying
better quality products. At the same time the growing number of cost-plus
import stores reduces the profit potential of fashion and high priced outlets.
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Table III
1965 TAXABLE RETAIL SALES,
CARMEL TOWN CENTER,
CARMEL, CALIFORNIA

Number of
Establishments

Retail Stores

Taxable
Trans actions

56

$ 5, 152, 000

General merchandise

9

1,579,000

Food

9

1 , 067 , 000

Packaged liquor

4

662,000

44

3,737,000

5

800,000

25

1, 153,000

6

1 , 359 , 000

10

285,000

100

3,533,000

268

$19 , 327,000

Apparel

'-}'

~
~

Eating and drinking
Drug
Home furnishings and appliances
Building materials
Servi ce stations
Other retail stores

Total

Source : California State Board of Equalization and Economics Research
Associates.
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Current marketing research also suggests a decline in brand and store
loyalty. Akron's increasing appeal to high income families illustrates
these trends.

OTHER RETAIL CENTERS AND THEIR
SIGNIFICANCE FOR UNIVERSAL CITY
Creation of a highly selective, prestigious retail center drawing
support from all over Southern California is the aim of the planning underlying development of the Universal City retail plaza. MCA's contemplated
center will consist of internationally known specialty shops -- many opening
branches in Southern California for the first time. Using the most modern
merchandising methods, these shops will serve primarily as showrooms
for goods to be delivered by air from the stores' main branches.

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL CENTER?
Though each of the many shopping districts reviewed in this section
is different, most are successful and their success may be attributed to
several common characteristics.

A Good Location
Location near a high density, high income residential area or a
major tourist center is conducive to the success of high priced specialty
shops. New York's Fifth Avenue and Carmel ' s central business district
are examples. With a good location, easy accessibility can be an added
feature; without a good location, good accessibility is a necessity.

Mutual Support from Other Sources

0.

Place Ville Marie, Fifth Avenue, the Beverly Hills central business
district, and Lloyd Center all benefit from proximity to office buildings,
hotels, and entertainment centers.
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Occupancy Profile
Suburban shopping districts find it difficult to draw customers without
the benefit of a prestige department store, and most of the shopping centers
described in this section are planned around one or more major department
stores. In shopping districts such as Fifth Avenue and the Beverly Hills
central business district which appeal primarily to local residents in high
income brackets, the major emphasis is on quality soft goods.

Parking Facilities
Parking presents no problem for urban centers which rely heavily
on public transit systems; however,suburban centers must provide free
and ample parking. The experience of Century Square illustrates how a
parking validation system can detract from a center's success. Furthermore, customer parking facilities should be lo -c ated within a short distance
of the stores. According to the Urban Land Institute, the ideal maximum
distance between the most distant parking place and any store in a shopping
center is not more than 300 feet.

APPLYING THE LESSONS OF OTHER
CENTERS TO UNIVERSAL CITY
Occupancy Profile
Previous sections of this report describe MCA's vision of a retail
specialty center appealing primarily to high income residents of the entire
Los Angeles metropolitan area. Other centers catering to high income groups
emphasize soft goods, and accordingly, in outlining a possible occupancy mix
for the proposed Universal City retail center the same types of goods are
emphasized. The suggested configuration is presented below and elaborated
upon in Appendix B.
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Category
Apparel
Home furnishings
Food
Restaurants
Other retail stores
Personal services
Financial
Total

Sguare Feet

Percent of Total

87,200
23,000
5,500
17,000
26, 100
3,500
6,500

51. 7o/o
13.6
3.3
10. 1
15.5
2.0
3.8

168,800

100.0o/o

Economics Research Associates' recommendations should be considered only for initial planning purposes. Actual _c onfiguration and store
sizes will be determined by architectural studies and the response to
leasing efforts.

Parking Reguirements
Parking area requirements for the Universal City retail plaza have
already been discussed, but it is important at this point to suggest that
parking at the Universal City retail plaza be made available on a free and
unvalidated basis. The experience of Century Square and practiced at most
suburban centers support this recommendation.

Rent Schedule
Bullock's currently receives an annual rental of about $5 per square
foot of gross leasable area from satellite stores in its two Fashions Centers.
At a reported gross sales volume of about $65 to $70 per square foot.!_/ this
return indicates an average lease rate equal to 7 percent of gross sales.
Economics Research Associates' research indicates that an average rental

1 I U.S. Census of Business, 1964.
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rate of 7 percent of sales, exclusive of department and large furniture and
appliance stores, is a realistic goal for the Universal City retail plaza. The
minimum and percentage rent schedules for a hypothetical configuration of
this project are shown in Appendix B.

Required Annual Sales Volume
Required minimum sales volume in the Universal City plaza will be
determined by such factors as land, construction, and other development
costs, rent schedule; initial leasing; promotional expenses; estimated
operating expenses; real estate taxes, and capitalization structure and rate.
Absorption of parking garage construction costs will also be an important
determinant of the investment feasibility of the proposed plaza.
Because of its probable multiple use, it may be possible to allocate
all or a major portion of the parking structure 1 s development cost to other
projects in Universal City. E.R.A. 's analysis of the use of a common
parking facility and resultant savings is shown in Appendix C of this report.
E. R .. A. staff members have prepared two estimates of the required
annual gross sales volume for the Universal City specialty center; these are
shown in Tables IV and V. Withc>ut the· burden of atnortizatiori of parking·
facilities, the Universal City retai1 plaza couldoe-p-r-ufitably operated at an
annual sales volume of $10 million, or $63 per square foot of gross leasable
area. However, as Table VII shows, these rates would need to be increased
by about 50 percent to $15 million and $92, respectively, if amortization of
the parking structure must be borne exclusively by the retail plaza.
Trade sources and retail sales data indicate a sales volume of over
$100 per square foot for the majority of specialty shops located in the
Beverly Hills central business district. According to its president, Mr.
Cyril Magnin, Joseph Magnin stores averages from $100 to $200 a square
foot in most shopping centers. Many of the other specialty centers
described achieve equally high sales volumes. Montreal's Place Ville
Marie has sales volume of $180 per square foot; the Carmel central business
district records $100 per square foot of selling space; and other centers in
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Table IV
REQUIRED RENT SCHEDULE AND
ANNUAL GROSS SALES,
UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA
(Excluding Parking Structure)

255, 000 square feet
168, 800 square feet

Site Area
Gross leasable area

Amount

Item
Land acquisition
253, 200 square feet
at $2. 50 per square foot

Amount per Square Foot
of Gross Leasable Area

633,000

$ 3.75

380,000

2.25

$1,013,000

$ 6.00

Store construction, including
plaza, landscaping, leasing,
and promotion expenses3./
168, 800 square feet at
$25 . 00 per square foot

$4,220,000

$25. 00

Total capital investment
exclusive of parking
facilities

$5,233,000

$31. 00

Site improvements.!/
253, 200 square feet
at $1. 50 per square foot
Subtotal

$
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Table IV
(Continued)

Amount

Item
Annual capital charges to
include mortgage payments
and return on equity
i nvestment - - 10 percent
of capital investment

Amount per Square Foot
of Grass Leasable Area

523,000

$ 3. 10

105,000

0.62

$

628,000

$ 3.72

Management , rent collection,
insurance, promotion, and
repairs and maintenance

$

94' 000

$ 0. 56

Required annual rental
i ncome from guaranteed
and percentage rents

$

722 , 000

$ 4 . 28

$

Estimated annual real
estate taxes -- $5, 233, 000
times 2 percent
Subtotal

Annual rental income as
a percent of gross sales

7. O%

Required annual gross

sales~/

$10,314 , 000

$63.00

1/

Assuming development cost of parking facilities to be borne b.y
other developments in the project.
2/ Including professional fees , construction financing and a 10 percent
contingency allowance.
3/ Exclusive of financial institutions containing 6 , 500 square feet.
Source:

Urban Land Institu te , Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers,
1962 , and Economics Research Associates.
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Table V
REQUIRED RENT SCHEDULE AND
ANNUAL GROSS SALES,
UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA
(Including Parking Structure)

255, 000 square feet
168,800 square feet

Site area
Gross leasable area
Amount

Item

.•.
.;,
~

Land A cq ui s i ti on 2 5 3, 2 0 0
square feet at $2. 50 per
square foot

633,000

$ 3.75

380,000

2.25

$1,013,000

$ 6.00

$4,220,000

$25. 00

2,532,000

15. 00

$7,765,000

$46.00

$

Site Improvements.!./
253, 200 square feet at
$1. 50 per square foot
Subtotal
Store construction, including
plaza, landscaping, lea~in~,
and promotional · expenses~
168, 800 square feet at
$25 per square foot
Parking structure~/
33 7, 600 square feet at
$7 . 50 per square foot
'i

:::

Total capital investment,
including parking facilities

Amount Per Square Foot
of Gross Le-asable Area
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Table V
(Continued)

Amount

Item
Annual capital charges to
include mortgage payments
and return on equity investment-- 10 percent of capital
investment

$

776,000

$ 4.60

155,000

0.92

931,000

$ 5.52

114,000

0.67

$ 1,045,000

$ 6. 19

Estimated annual real estate
taxes - $7, 765, 000 times
2 percent
Subtotal

$

Management, rent collection,
insurance, repairs and
main ten an ce
Required annual rental income
from guaranteed and percen tage rents
Annual rental income as
a percent of gross sales
Required annual gross sale sll

Amount Per Square Foot
of Gross Leas able Area

7. O%
$14,928,000

$92.00

1 I Assuming development cost of parking facilities to be borne exclusively
by the retail plaza.
2/ Including professional fees, construction financing, and a 10 percent
contingency allowance.
3/ Exclusive of financial institutions containing 6, 500 square feet.
Source:

Urban Land Institute, Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, 1962,
and Economics Research Associates.
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San Francisco and Los Angeles have sales volumes of more than $70 per
square foot. · Sales volumes of this level may be expected from the configuration of shops envisioned for Universal City's retail plaza, and this
high level of sales would be sufficient to provide a 10 percent return on
investment in the center and its required parking facilities.
The comparisons made in this section indicate that MCA's plan for
a retail specialty center is viable and should be implemented. A conventional market support analysis of the proposed center is presented in
the next section, testing this empirical conclusion.
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Section V
DETERMINING MARKET SUPPORT FOR
THE PROPOSED UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA

The objective of this study is to determine the viability of MCA 1 s
unique concept of a retail center rather than to evaluate the feasibility of
locating a conventional center at Universal City. From an analysis of
the experiences of similar shopping districts in other cities, E. R. A .
concludes that the concept is valid and should be pur sued. However,
even an idea as unusual as that of the proposed retail center cannot be
considered in a vacuum, and this study of the market area for the
proposed center has been prepared to test the earlier empirical conclusion.
A fact to be considered in this second approach to the question
is that fashion-oriented centers appeal to larger trade areas than conventional centers. An article in Urban Land, December 1965, suggests
why -- fashion centers are more attractive than conventional shopping
centers; people who buy fashion goods do not mind traveling greater
distances for them; and fashion centers offer more of the goods people
are willing to travel for. If MCA creates the shopping environment now
envisioned, then the Universal City retail plaza can expect to draw
patrons from all over Los Angeles and adjoining counties. A study of
the geographical influence of the Beverly Hills central business district
supports this expectation (see Table VI) . On the other hand, patrons
traveling any distance to Universal City must bypass other shopping
centers.
Economics Research Associates 1 research indicates that the
proposed Universal City retail plaza will appeal primarily to households
with net annual incomes (after payment of federal and state income taxes)
of $10,000 or more. How do people in this income bracket spend their
earnings; how many of them live in Los Angeles County ; where do they
live in relation to Universal City? These and other questions were asked
to determine the potential buying power available to the Universal City
retail plaza.
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Table VI
DISTRIBUTION OF RETAIL PATRONAGE,
BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA,
JUNE 1963

Number of
Patron Origins

Location

,.

Percent of
Distribution

Within 1 mile

49

11. 2o/o

1

2 miles

72

16.4

2 - 3 miles

53

12. 1

3 - 4 m iles

44

10.0

4 - 5 miles

36

8.2

5 - 6 miles

29

6.6

6 - 7 miles

10

2.3

124

28.2

22

5.0

..
~

~

Over 7 miles but within
metropolitan area
Beyond limits of Los Angeles
metropolitan area

439

Total

Source :

Planning Department , City of Beverly Hills.
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100. Oo/o

THE RESEARCH FINDINGS
A special analysis was made of several recent E. R. A . and Facts
Consolidated retail shopper - and household spending surveys, and household
spending pattern data were obtained from studies by the Census Bureau,
Homer Hoyt & Co., and others. From these statistics, estimates were
made of average retail spending for merchandise of the type to be offered
at the MCA retail plaza. The estimates are shown in Table VII, and further
identified by family income group as follows:
Potential Annual Spending
for Types of Merchandise
to be Offered At
MCA Retail Plaza

Annual Spendable
Family Income

$10,000-$15,000
Over $15 , 000

$1,300
2,000
$1,500

Average

The percentage of Los Angeles County families in these income
groups in 1966 and future years is shown below:
Percent of
Annual Disposable
Los Angeles County Families
Family Income
1966
1970
1975
1980

$10,000-$15,000
Over $15, 000
Total

20.1%
7.5

28%
10

36%
14

45%
18

27.5%

38%

50%

63%

Source : Stanford Research Institute Southern California
Airport Study and Economics Research Associates.

These percentages multipled by the number of families in
Los Angeles County yield the number of families in each income group
(see Table VIII). The number of families times the potential spending
for goods offered at the MCA retail plaza produces the gross potential
available to the MCA retail plaza from Los Angeles County ; Table IX
shows these figures. In 1970 the total potential market for the proposed
center is projected to be $1,410 million of which $500 million is
generated by families with disposable incomes of over $15,000 .
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Table VII
UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA

Estimated annual spending amount on selected retail items by the households in the annual income brackets of $10, 000 and over.
A.

Including purchases in department and major furniture and appliance
stores.
Typical Annual Spending
per Household

Selected Items
Eating and drinking away from home
General merchandise items
Apparel
Furniture -households -appliances

550
1,300
500
350

$2,700

Total

B.

$

After discounting normal spending pattern at department and major
furniture and appliance stores.
Typical Annual Spending
per Household

Selected Items
Eating and drinking away from home
General merchandise items
Apparel
Furniture -households -appliances
Total

Source:

$

550
300
450
200

$1,500

U.S. Department of Commerce 1963 Census of Business;
Alfred Politz Research, Inc. Life Study of Consumer Expenditures;
Urban Land Institute Community Builders Handbook;and Economics
Research Associates.
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Table VIII
-.~

LOS ANGELES COUNTY FAMILIES
IN UPPER INCOME GROUPS,
SELECTED YEARS, 1966-1980

Thousands of Families
Year

All
Income Groups

1966

2,300

460

170

1970

2,500

700

250

1975

2,800

1,010

390

1980

3, 100

1, 400

560

$10,000-$15,000

Over $ 15 , 0 0 0

·4

"'~

t\;

Source:

Economics Research Associates.
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Table IX
_...·;,

MCA RETAIL PLAZA SPENDING POTENTIAL
FROM LOS ANGELES COUNTY FAMILIES,
1970, 1975, AND 1980

Year

Annual Spendable Income
Over $15, 000
$10,000-$15,000
Total
Spending
Annual
Spending Number Annual
Number
Potential Potential
Family
of
of
Family
Potential
Families Spending (millions) Families Spending (millions) · (millions)

4

;,;"'

$1,410

2,000

780

2,093

2,000

1' 120

2, 940

250,000

$2,000

1,300

1' 313

390,000

1,300

1,820

560,000

700,000

$1,300

1975

1,010,000

1980

1,400,000

Source:

500

910

1970

$

Economics Research Associates.
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$

To gain a clearer measure of potential at the Universal City
location , E . R . A . analyzed 1960 median income census tract data
estimating what portion of Los Angeles County families with a disposable
family income of $10,000 or more residing within 10-, 15-, and 30-minute
driving times of the site. Table X shows the percentage for each zone.
These percentages, applied to 1970 potential spending estimates from
Table IX , result in MCA retail plaza potential projections shown in
Table XI. In 1970 the proposed plaza will be within a 15 -minute drive of
families spending $381 million for the types of merchandise to be offered.

CONCLUSIONS
As Section IV demonstrates, the plaza can amortize its investment
with a sales volume of just over $10 million if the required parking need
not be amortized. If t:P.e plaza must also carry its parking facility
investment, a $15 million volume will be needed. Table XII shows the
market penetration required to achieve these volume levels within various
driving distances. Within a 15-minute drive, a 2.6 percent share of
market will produce $10 million, and a 3. 9 per cent share will yield
$15 million.
While no parallel to the proposed plaza exists as a basis for determ1n1ng an appropriate market penetration, share -of -market rates of about
5 percent are not uncommon for high-fashion department store branches.
It seems reasonable, therefore, to project that the proposed MCA plaza
can capture as much as 4 percent of potential spending in the 15 -minute
driving time zone. The market support analysis indicates , therefore,
that a satisfactory sales potential exists for the proposed plaza, and
MCA' s interest in pursuing this retail concept is well founded.
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Table X

PERCENTAGE OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY FAMILIES
WITH DISPOSABLE INCOMES OF $10, 000 AND
OVER RESIDING WITHIN SELECTED DRIVING TIMES
OF UNIVERSAL CITY

Driving Time
in Minutes

Percent

10

12%

15

27

30

83

Over 30

17

4
~

Source:

Economics Research Associates.
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Table XI
SPENDING POTENTIAL
WITHIN SELECTED DRIVING DISTANCES
OF UNIVERSAL CITY, 1970

Driving Time
in Minutes

.•.

.,~

MCA Retail Plaza Potential
Total
Los Angeles County
(millions)
Percent

Potential
(millions)

10 and under

$1,410

15 and under

1' 410

27

381

30 and under

1' 410

83

1' 170

30 and over

1' 410

17

240

12%

Source : Economics Research Associates.
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$

169

Table XII
MARKET PENETRATION REQUIRED
FOR MCA RE-TAIL PLAZA SUCCESS, 1970

Driving Time
in Minutes
Up to 10

~~.·

~

Total
Potential
(millions)

Penetration Needed for:
$10 Million
$15 Million
Sales
Sales

169

5. 9%

8. 9%

Up to 15

381

2.6

3.9

Up to 30

1' 170

0.9

1.3

All Los Angeles County

1' 410

0.7

1.1

!.j

$

Source : Economics Research Associates.
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Section VI
IMPLEMENTATION

REVISING THE MASTER PLAN
The present master plan for Universal City Plaza, prepared by
the architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, does not include
the proposed retail center. The plan, shown in Figure 3, needs some
modification to accommodate the proposed center, and new parking
facilities must be provided to meet demand created by the center. Any
revision of the plan, however, should reinforce the Plaza's architectural
unity if its various features are to provide support for each other.

ALL IN ONE STEP
The compact configuration and recommended layout of the Universal
City retail plaza cannot be easily adapted to a phased development program.
Furthermore, to create the desired market impact the center should be
developed in one increment. The success of the unique retail concept
under study depends on its ability to draw customers from all over the
Los Angeles area and beyond. Only a concentration of many fine shops
will induce residents of distant areas to travel to Universal City, by
passing shopping centers such as the Beverly Hills central business
district.

TIMING THE DEVELOPMENT
The desired tenant composition of the Universal City retail plaza
may be difficult to achieve. As mentioned earlier, Century Square's
main attraction in the Broadway; it is probable that Century Square would
have obtained higher quality tenants if leasing efforts had been postponed
until completion of the 800 -room Century Plaza Hotel and the twin
Century Towers. Considering the experience of Century Square, E. R. A.
recommends that promotion of the Universal City retail plaza be initiated
only after the 500-room Sheraton-Universal Hotel is at least halfway to
completion.

VI-1

LEASING TECHNIQUES
An illustrated brochure including schematic plans of the retail
plaza, a more precise description of the proposed center, and the
timing of other developments at Universal City would contribute to leasing efforts. The brochure should also provide data on site attributes
such as accessibility and proximity to high income residential areas. A
brochure containing tentative commitments from a few select specialty
shops would further define the center MCA wishes to create.

MAKING A SUCCESS OF THE CENTER
The willingness of nationally and internationally prominent specialty
shops to locate in Universal City is the prime prerequisite for successful
development of this project. Tentative commitments from a few prominent
shops can act as a catalyst in attracting other outstanding stores to the
center. If fine stores, ·using modern merchandizing methods, can be
gathered and arranged in an imaginative architectural setting, the Universal
City retail plaza can be successful.
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Appendix Table A-I
PARTIAL TENANT LISTS OF
SELECTED TOURIST AND RECR:g:ATION-ORIENTED
SPECIALTY CENTERS

Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco
Alberta's (flower arrangements,
dried flowers, accessories)

Los Leones (mexican artifacts)
MADness (women's apparel)

Norman Black (decorator, antiques,
furniture)
Bath and Boudoir Shop

Mister Joseph (beauty salon)
Museum West (American
craftsmen's council)

D/R Design Research (sophisticated
fashions, household items)

Portofino Cafe (roasted and
blended coffee and coffee shop)

Fantasticks (theater group)
The Sandal Shop (leather goods)
Giovanni's (Italian restaurant)
The Sea Witch (liquor, wine)
Ghirardelli Book Shop
Senor Pico (early Californian
and Mexican restaurant)

Greenery Associates (garden and
flower shop)

William Silva (women's clothes)
International Child Art Center
Takahashi/Main Street (a
whimsical "general store")

KFOG (FM radio station)
Klein Sport Shop (ski fashion
equipment)

The White Whale (restaurant)
Yianni (shell accessories)

Lasnier (jewelry)
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Sausalito Village Fair
The Littlest Angel (children 1 s
clothes)
The Garden Shop (pottery originals)

Ground Floor
The Top Drawer (men's wear)
Brotman 1 s (paintings, unusual
gifts)
Ronnie 1 s Camera Shop
Mr. Gordon's Beauty Shop
Tiki (women ' s clothes)

Hillside Shops1
Bath and Boutique
Eastman Ravizza
Jan Van Amestam (Dutch imports)
Saga of Finland (textiles and wool)
Portraits by Geller (oils, pastels,
charcoals)
Hansen of California (glass blowers)
The Driftwood Shop (artistic tables,
centerpieces)
A Man's World (sporting goods)
Mosaque (mosaic supplies and
imports)

Mezzanine
Lloyds (gifts from 43 nations)
The Golden Sails (fine jewelry)
T ·ristamba (primitive arts and
crafts)
Gallerie Cu~aro (single artist
gallery)
Cook Smart (kitchen wares)
Elizabeth Vreeland ·(quick
portraits)

Top of the Fair
Korenian's Museum (oriental rugs
and gifts)
Upper Echelon (American artcrafts)
Designers Dream (interiors)
Portal Gallery (French, Spanish
pd.intings)
Kiell of Norway (sportswear, furniture)
House of Fraser (Philippines 1
silver and carvings)
Baskets Et Cetera (baskets and
flowers)

Upsta i rs Shops
The Candlestick
Silver Will (metalsmith)
De Femme (lingerie boutique)
The Party Shop (cards, gifts,
stati onery)
Handcraft from Europe
Village Coffee Shop
Le Lacet de Soulier (decorator
items)
Sugar and Spice (fudge and
candies)
Armstrong Travel Agency
La Pinata (mexican handcraft)
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Ports 0 'Call Village, San Pedro

Parkhurst Art Gallery

Italian Imports (clothing, leather
goods)

Village Travel Service
Casa d'Italia Restaurant
Village Smoke Shop an~ Souvenirs
Tesoros Mexico-Latina Americanas
(Mexican, South American crafts
and products)

The Darling Shop (infants' wear)
Olde Legende Cove (candies, toys,
gifts)

Mermaid's Dowry (abalone shell,
other decorative marine products)

Anthony Kane Manufacturing
(jewelers)

Ruben's Glass Blowing

J'Ann's Village Togs (women's
sportswear)

Pet 'n Basket (exotic pets, rattan
items)

Hudson's Bay Company (gift shop)

Joyce's Clothes Port

Westward Ho (leather,
Indian goods)

Hickory Farms (specialty foods)

western ,

Murata Cultured Pearl Shop

Me and Tex (hickory barbecue
restaurant)

Mama ' s Coffee and Pastries

Pike 1 s Stationery

Wynne's Boutique (beads, bags,
baubles, bangles)

Wing 1 s Oriental Gifts
Vanity Fair Studios (art gallery)

Lilyan's Gowns
Petal Pusher (flower shop}
Water lew's Import Fashion and
Gifts

Rangoon House (oriental imports)

Pepsi Parlour (snack bar)

Kailoa Sportswear and Gifts
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Ports 0 'Call Village, San Pedro
Continental Interiors (custom
furniture, lamps, accessories)

Pedro's Taco Shop
Candy Cove (gourmet sweets)

Sierra Nevada Ferry Boat
Hudson's Bay Company Candle
Shop

Toy Deck
Thorsen's Scandinavian Shop
Miniature Land
Ice Cream Parlour
Sea Food House

Yachts Incorporated (C. Hovey,
Broker)
Trader Luke's Marine Antiques

Source:

Economics Research Associates.
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HYPOTHETICAL CONFIGURATION AND RENT SCHEDULE
FOR THE UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA
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Subtotal

ApEarel
Women's specialty
Women's wear
Women's wear
Women's wear
Men's wear
Men's wear
Men's wear
Apparel store
Children's wear
Women's shoes
Women's shoes
Family shoes
Men's and boy'-s shoes
Lingerie
Women's accessories
Women's accessories
Other apparel shops

87,200

10,000
8,000
3,000
2,500
10,000
8,000
4,000
4,000
3,500
8,500
8,000
4,500
3,000
1,000
2,200
2,000
5,000
$3 .. 58

-

$3.00
3.25
4.00
4.00
3.00
3.25
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
3.50
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.50
4.50
4.00
$312,000

$ 30,000
26,000
12,000
10,000
30,000
26,000
16,000
16,000
14,000
30,000
28,000
18,000
12,000
5,000
10,000
9,000
20,000
$ 95

$ 90
90
100
100
90
90
100
100
100
90
90
100
100
125
110
110
100

900,000
720,000
300,000
250,000
900,000
720,000
400,000
400,000
350,000
765,000
720,000
450,000
300,000
125,000
242,000
220,000
500,000
$ 8,262,000

$

Estimated
Stabilized Sales
Guaranteed Rent
Per
Per
Rentable
Area
Total
Square Foot
Square
{sguar e feet)
(dollars)
Total
Foot
! dollars)

6 .. 7o/o

6. Oo/o
6.5
7.0
7.0
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.5
6. 5
7. 0
7.0
10.0
8. 0
8. 0
7.5

$

$

557,000

54,000
47,000
21,000
17,500
54,000
47,000
28,000
28,000
24,500
49,500
47,000
31,500
21,000
12,500
19,500
17,500
37,500

Total Rent
Rate
Total
!Eer cent) _(dollars)

UNIVERSAL CITY RETAIL PLAZA
HYPOTHETICAL CONFIGURATION AND RENT SCHEDULE
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$3.78

23,000

Subtotal

$3.00
2.50
4.00
$2.91

$5.00
3.00
$4.76

3,000
2,000
500
5,500

15,000
2,000
17,000

Subtotal

Restaurant
Establishments with
liquor - various types
Ice cream and
fountain

Subtotal

Food
Specialty food
Delicatessen
Candy and nut

$3. 50
4.00
4.00
4 . 00

10 , 000
5 , 000
4,000
4,000

House Furnishing
General retail
Specialty import
China and glassware
Lamps and appliances

Rentable
Area
{sguare feet)

$81,000

6,000

$75,000

$16,000

$ 9,000
5,000
2,000

$87,000

$35,000
20,000
16,000
16 , 000

$120

80

$125

$177

$200
150
150

$ 75

$ 70
80
80
80

700,000
400,000
320,000
320,000

975 , 000

600 , 000
300 , 000
75 , 000

$2,035,000

160,000

$1,875,000

$

$

$1,740,000

$

Estimated
Guaranteed Rent
Stabilized Sales
Per
Per
Square Foot
Total
Square
Foot
Total
(dollars}
(dollars)

Appendix Table B-I
(Continued)

6. 9%

6.0

7 . Oo/o

6 . 9%

7 . Oo/o
6.0
10.0

6 . 6%

6. Oo/o
7.0
7. 0
7.0

$140,500

9,500

$131,000

$ 67,500

$ 42,000
18 , 000
7 , 500

$115,000

$ 42 , 000
28 , 000
22 , 500
22,500

Total Rent
Total
Rate
(Eercent) (dollars)

VJ
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Subtotal

Services
Beauty shop
Photographer and I or
artist

Subtotal

Other Retail Stores
Jewelry
Leather goods
Cosmetics
Fabrics
Sporting goods
Toys
Gifts
Hobby shop
Books and stationery
Florist
Cards
Specialty import shops
Cameras
Liquor and wine
Tobacco
Music

J. .

.

,.,...~-.~
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$3.71

3.50

1,500
3,500

$4.00

$4.31

26, 100
2,000

$5.00
4.00
5.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
5.00
4.00

3,000
1,500
700
2,000
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
2,000
700
700
4,000
1,500
1,500
500
2,000

5,000

8,000

$ 13,000

$

$112,500

$ 15,000
6,000
3,500
6,000
6,000
6,000
7,500
7,000
10,000
3,500
3,500
16,000
6,000
6,000
2,500
8,000

$ 77

60

--

$ 90

$ 98

--

$175
75
100
75
75
75
90
80
100
100
80
90
75
110
100
100

525,000
112,500
70,000
150,000
112,500
112,500
135,000
120,000
200,000
70,000
56,000
360,000
112,500
165,000
50,000
200,000

$

$

270,000

90,000

180,000

$ 2,551,000

$

Estimated
Guaranteed Rent
Stabilized Sales
Rentable
Per
Per
Area
Total
Square Foot
Square
( sguare feet)
(dollars)
(dollars) Foot
Total

'

9. 2%

8.0

10. O%

8.4%

9. O%
8.0
9.0
8.0
8. 0
8.0
10.0
9.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0

$

$

$

$

25,000

7,000

18,000

214,000

47,000
9,000
6,500
12 , 000
9,000
9,000
13,500
11,000
16,000
5,500
4,500
29,000
9,000
13,000
4,000
16,000

Total Rent
Rate
Total
(percent)
(dollars)

~.~ ·~ -~~-l·.:~i ~:

~

I

b:l

8,500
16,000

$15 , 833 , ooo~l

Source:

l , 038 spaces

7 . 2%

$1 1 143 , 500

24 , 500

$

Urban Land Institute, The Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers 1962 , The National Institute of
Real Estate Brokers Percentage Leases 1962 , and Economics Research Associates.

l) Or a stock broker.
2 I Exclusive of Financial Institutions.

Number of Parking Spaces
(325 Square Feet Per Space)

33 7, 600 square feet

ooo $98~_/

8 , 500
16 , 000

$

Total Rent
Rate
Total
(percent)
(dollars)

Guaranteed Rent Only
Guaranteed Rent Only

Recommended Minimum
Parking Structure Area
(2 Square Feet of Parking
Area for 1 Square Foot
of Rentable Area)

$646,

$ 24,500

$

253 , 200 square feet (5 . 8 Acres)

$3 . 83

$3 . 77

6,500
168 , 800

$3.50
4.00

2 , 500
4,000

Required Site Area
for Retail Plaza
(Net Rentable Area
Times 150 Percent)

Total Project

Subtotal

Financial
Savings and loan_!_/
Bank

Estimated
Guaranteed Rent
Stabilized Sales
Rentable
Per
Per
Area
Total
Square Foot
Square
(square feet)
(dollars)
(dollars)
Foot
Total
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Appendix C

CALCULATION OF PARKING REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE UNIVERSAL CITY STUDIO CENTER,
HOLLYWOOD MUSEUM, RETAIL PLAZA, AND
1 , 500 ROOM HOTEL COMPLEX

ECONOMICS RESEARCH ASSOCIATES • 615 South Flower Street, Suite 500 •

Los Angeles, California 90017
213

°

624-8665

March 31, 1966

Mr. Albert A. Dorskind
Vice President
MCA, Inc.
3900 Lankershim Boulevard
Universal City, California
Dear Mr. Dor skind:
This letter sets forth o"U,r calculations of parking requirements for
the existing Universal City Studio Center and the proposed 169, 000
square foot retail plaza, 1, 500 -room hotel complex, and the
Hollywood Museum. These calculations are summarized in Table I.
In view of the characteristics of the Universal City location and the
driving habits of potential visitors, it appears that on a single use
basis about 4, 600 parking spaces would be required for these four
facilities. However, this requirement could be reduced by as much
as one -third -- or to 3, 100 spaces -- if parking were combined in
one configuration. Because the facilities have different peak cycles
of use, the parking spaces could be jointly utilized by the Studio Center,
Hollywood Museum, hotel complex, and retail plaza.
A majority of visitors to the Studio Center and the museum will arrive
in the early afternoon, when the retail plaza and hotel complex have a
minimum of patrons. The retail plaza's peak period will occur
during the late afternoon and evening, when visitation to the Studio
Center and the museum begins subsiding. A significant amount of
visitor interchange between the Studio Center and the museum also
is expected to take place. Since the peak periods of the retail plaza
and the hotel complex will overlap to some extent, it is recommended
that the common parking facilities be at least equal to the maximum
parking needs of these two elements. With 3, 100 spaces, 2, 000
spaces could be allocated to the hotel complex and over 1, 000 spaces
to the retail plaza.
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The feasibility of developing a common parking pool will depend in
large measure on the location of the parking facility and the ease
with which traffic can move in and out of the facility. Convenient
location and smooth ingress and egress are especially important to
retail customers , who must have free parking close to shopping
outlets. It should be noted that these calculations of parking requirements do not provide for non-executive employee parking; it is
assumed this will be available elsewhere in Universal City.
Please let us know if you need additional information on this or
related subjects.
Sincerely yours,

Is I

Andy Trivedi
Andy Trivedi

AT:se
Enclosures
cc : Messrs.

Norman A . Rubin
Harrison A. Price
G. Herbert Holley
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CALCULATION OF REQUIRED PARKING FACILITIES
FOR· UNIVERSAL CITY!:_/

STUDIO TOUR AND STUDIO CENTER
Projected maximum daily attendance~/
Maximum in-facility crowd
Percentage arriving by auto

6 , 000
3,000
90%

Persons arriving by auto

2,700

Average number of occupants per
car parked
Parking spaces required

3.5
771

HOLLYWOOD MUSEUM
Projected maximum daily attendance~/
Maximum in-facility crowd
Percentage arriving by auto

8,750
3,200
90%

Persons arriving by auto

2,880

Average number of occupants per
car parked
Parking spaces required

3.5
823

HOTEL COMPLEX
Projected facilities

1 , 500 guest rooms and
related ancillary facilities

Required minimum number of
parking spaces per Los Angeles
city zoning ordinance~/
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HOTEL COMPLEX - continued
Estimated actual requirement to support
restaurants and public assembly
facilities

2,000

RET AIL PLAZA
168, 800 square feet

Projected gross leasable area
Recommended number of parking spaces
per 1 , 000 square feet of gross
leasable area

6. 1 spaces
1 , 038 spaces

Retail plaza parking requirement

SUMMARY
Required Number
of Parking Spaces~./

Facility
Studio tour and studio center
Hollywood Museum
Hotel complex
Retail plaza
Total

1I
21
3I
4I

771
823
2,000
1,038
4 , 632

In most cases exceeds zoning requirements.
Except for a few days when the maximum may exceed the estimate.
As given in Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's A Master Plan for
Universal City Plaza- 1965.
Exclusive of non-executive employee parking .

Source :

Urban Land Institute and Economics Research Associates.
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